DIGITALIZATION, TECHNOLOGY & AGRI-BUSINESS

facts & figures

WE STAND FOR

INDUSTRY 4.0 & INNOVATION
SMART PRODUCTION
INDUSTRIAL MODERNIZATION & MSME
QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE
FOOD SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGY PROMOTION
IMPACT INVESTMENT
NON-FOOD SYSTEMS & BIOECONOMY
ENTREPRENEURSHIP & SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

MISSION

As the Directorate of Digitalization, Technology and Agri-Business (DTA) of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), our mission is to:
Enable everyone to address the challenges and reap the opportunities of the Fourth Industrial Revolution in their efforts to achieve Inclusive and Sustainable Industrial Development (ISID).

FOCUS AREAS

Improving livelihoods through the application of new technologies
Harnessing the Fourth Industrial Revolution for economic development
Advancing bio-based industries to ensure sustainability

DIGITAL, GENDER-SENSITIVE, SUSTAINABLE TRANSFORMATION

TECHNICAL COOPERATION

193 projects
33 global programmes
73 countries worldwide
$46,772,700 total volume of implementation (January - August 2020)

GLOBAL PRESENCE

17% Global
3% Inter-Regional
8% Americas
31% Africa
6% Europe
18% Asia & the Pacific
17% Arab States

WHO WE ARE

777 people worldwide
14% Staff
86% Experts
22% HQ
78% Field
40% Women
60% Men

KNOWLEDGE HUB.UNIDO.ORG

interactive online platform
news & events
tools & methodologies

TRAINING ACADEMY

4,302 active users
from more than 100 countries
1,389 certificates issued
176 technical publications available
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